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Why is the batman who laughs so strong

If you read only one of the Dark Metal Knight series comics, let it be the Batman Who Laughs. This issue takes the relationship between Bats and Joker to a whole new twisted level giving the Batman who laughs a telling and compelling back story.While it didn't push the narrative of the overarching story, it gave the right hand man of the devil a fitting origin. From the Dark Night Metal comic series, the evil
hybrid of Batman and Joker – The Batman Who Laughs – is determined to unleash the Dark Knights and Barbatos on Prime. $49.99 In stock $39.99 $24.99 $14.99 $49.99 Dark Nights: Death Metal #7 delivers an epic battle between Wonder Woman and The Batman Who Laughs, who is now at his most powerful and literally just entombed and then destroyed one of the ancient Hands that created the
multiverse. To say the stakes are high in this battle is an understatement, and the anticipated throwdown more than delivers. The question is then by issue's end, what happens to the Batman Who Laughs and what does it mean for his future? That's what we're here to break down for you, and obviously spoilers incoming so you've been warned.The Batman Who Laughs offers Diana the chance to save her
multiverse from the Hands who have come to undo the multiverse they created after the death of Perpetua, and all she has to do is join him. She doesn't have the power to create multiverses with Anti-Crisis energy, but he can create using Crisis energy, and she knows the Hands will undo everything if she doesn't join him.Wonder Woman pushes beyond that realization and uses the energy supplied by the
bravery of her friends and heroes who are sacrificing themselves to fight for hope to pummel The Batman Who Laughs, punching him so hard at one point that she sends him forward in time all the way to then end of everything.(Photo: DC Comics)There awaits the Death Sun, into which all Earths, all stories, and all matter have been absorbed. The Batman Who Laughs offers her one last chance to save
her multiverse as the Hands approach, and Diana battles the guilt and sorrow of everything she knows and has known being undone and fading away.The Batman Who Laughs is begging her to save everyone as she pushes him into the flames of the Death Sun, telling her to imagine what it could be. Diana does imagine it, an Earth and she and everyone she cares about is together, happy, and above all
safe. Where they are restored and young again, and a place where none of these events happened. She then closes her eyes to see it all even better as she pushes him screaming into the flames.It would seem that The Batman Who Laughs has finally met his end, though there is a suggestion that a threat is lurking, which is why the Hands recruit Wonder Woman to ascend and help them protect this new
multiverse.(Photo: DC Comics)Will this be the last we see of him? Who knows, but at least for now, it would seem he is off the table.You can find the official description for Death Metal #7 below."The song remains anything but the same as the house lights start to come up on DC’s biggest, baddest battle for control of the Multiverse! The Darkest Knight is on the verge of ending this concert once and for all,
but Wonder Woman has more than just a greatest hit planned. The Amazonian warrior stands ready to shred the Darkest Knight, solo! Plus, this extra-sized finale issue includes not one but two mind-blowing epilogues that lead directly into the next phase of the DC Universe-and no fan will want to miss that!"0commentsDark Nights: Death Metal #7 is available in comic stores now.What did you think of the
issue? Let us know in the comments or as always you can talk all things comics with me on Twitter @MattAguilarCB! Something went wrong. Wait a moment and try again. Ultramarines Primaris Assault Intercessor--In Stores Now The Joker: Batman: White Knight #8 (Comics 2017)--In Stores Now Shoto Todoroki with Light & Sound--In Stores Now MAKO GLIDER PACK--In Stores Now FUN WITH
PLUSHTRAP MICRO SET--In Stores Now Simon “Ghost” Riley – Winter Variant--In Stores Now Geralt of Rivia (Gold Label Series)--In Stores Now Eijiro Kirishima – Season 3 Hero Costume--In Stores Now Commando Spawn--In Stores Now THE BATMAN WHO LAUGHS WITH SKY TYRANT WINGS--In Stores Now Adepta Sororitas Battle Sister (Artist Proof)--In Stores Now Azrael: Batman: Curse of the
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DC Rebirth--In Stores Now Black Knight--In Stores Now Batman Designed by Todd McFarlane (variant)--In Stores Now Thomas Wayne Flashpoint Batman Unmasked--In Stores Now Baraka (Bloody Horkata)--In Stores Now CHAOTIC CASINO LARGE SET--In Stores Now Adepta Sororitas Battle Sister--In Stores Now Captain Price--In Stores Now Shoto Todoroki--In Stores Now THE TOY STAGE--In
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DUNE Build-A Stilgar--In Stores Now Bloodshot action figure--In Stores Now 7″ Premium Action Figure Havoc--In Stores Now Viserion (Ice Dragon)--In Stores Now Batman: Detective Comics #1000--In Stores Now Batman Earth -11 (The Drowned)--In Stores Now Bizarro: DC Rebirth--In Stores Now DC Comics Tags Dark Nights: Metal perfil The Batman Who Laughs Comunicólogo mexicano con
experiencia en medios digitales y periodismo deportivo. Ha colaborado para medios importantes como Estadio W, Televisa Deportes Network, Terra Deportes, Contragolpe Deportivo y Diario 24 Horas. Hace su incursión en SMASH, donde los cómics, el cine y las tendencias son temas que no le son ajenos. Contacto: jgtorresa@televisa.com.mx DC Comics DC Comics DC Comics DC Comics DC Comics
DC Comics Trend Trend The Joker is considered to be one of the most horrifying villains in pop culture. The amount of pain and misery he’s caused Batman over the years is indescribable. Despite Joker being a terrifying villain, I would argue there’s one character who is even scarier: The Batman Who Laughs. A twisted combination of Bruce Wayne and Joker, The Batman Who Laughs is Batman’s
greatest nightmare come to life. The Comic Vault is looking into the history of the character to see what makes him an even bigger threat than Joker. Born from chaos The Batman Who Laughs is from the Dark Multiverse, a place of nightmares and evil. In an alternate reality, Batman killed the Joker after he recreated the death of his parents over and over. Joker’s death triggered a toxin that infected Bruce,
changing his body chemistry. In the span of days, Batman murdered his loved ones and compromised his values. An example of his brutality occurred when he gunned down Nightwing, Red Hood, Batgirl and Red Robin in the Bat Cave. Next, Bruce used Black Kryptonite on Superman, which forced him to kill his wife and son. He also created cannibalistic clones of his son, Damian, using them as attack
dogs. The Batman Who Laughs destroyed his world and went on to gather an army of evil Batmen so they could invade the main DC reality. This event was covered in the pages of Dark Nights: Metal, a story that saw the Justice League pushed to their limits. Using a mixture of cunning and intelligence, The Batman Who Laughs nearly tore apart the fabric of reality. For a supervillain with no superpowers,
that’s pretty horrifying. More terrifying than The Joker When you compare Joker and The Batman Who Laughs, the two of them have similar philosophies. Both are nihilistic and enjoy spreading chaos. Both are willing to do whatever it takes to see their plans come to fruition. But The Joker has a point to prove, to the world and to Batman. Without him, there wouldn’t be any entertainment. There wouldn’t be
any way for Bruce to challenge himself. If the game stopped, then Joker would lose his source of enjoyment. In contrast, The Batman Who Laughs is chaos in its purest form. All he cares about is erasing everything he touches. The scary thing is that he’s not Joker inside Batman’s body. He’s Bruce Wayne. He has all of the good and bad memories, felt everything from the time he was a child. He’s Bruce’s
worst impulses combined with Joker’s depravity. He’s a Batman with no moral code or restraints. The character recently appeared in a miniseries that saw the original Batman fighting against him. In the story, the Batman Who Laughs’ motivations are explored and he sees his counterpart as a complete failure. “Out of every version of us across the universe, you’re the most miserable. The least
accomplished. You don’t understand why yet, but you will. See, to me, to us, you’re the nightmare Batman. The bad joke. Worse than that, you’re an old man’s hand over a child’s heart. Weak. Soft. Protecting nothing. Me…I’m the gun.” The Batman Who Laughs wants to show Bruce what happens when he gives into his darkness. I find the idea of the original Batman being the most miserable version of the
character to be intriguing. In other realities, Batman has found happiness. He’s been able to have a family and effect change within his world. According to The Batman Who Laughs, Bruce is stuck on a loop that keeps repeating itself. He’s running on a hamster wheel, unable to create a future or let go of the past. The Batman Who Laughs’ version of happiness is seeing the universe for what it is and
burning it down because nothing truly matters. In an interview with Screen Rant, Scott Snyder went into detail about why he thinks the character is so horrific. “The Batman Who Laughs isn’t lying, he really believes this. Having travelled the Multiverse he comes here saying, “I am the apex predator, I am the version of you that you’re meant to be. But I’m going to show you why you’re the absolute lowest on
the food chain of Batmen. And why we all despise you.” He believes very passionately that this Bruce Wayne on our Earth is the worst version across the Multiverse of Batmen. The weakest, most ineffective, least content. And he’s here to say, “I’m going to fix all that.” The Batman Who Laughs is scarier than Joker because he’s the embodiment of what could happen if a good man let himself fall into
despair. All it takes is one bad day.
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